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Overview of talk

•  Review patterned ground forms and 
terminology

•  Polygenetic origin of small patterned ground 
features

•  Apply to biocomplexity project




Subzone C, Howe Island, AK. 
Photo; D.A. Walker

Project initially focused on “frost boils”

•  Caused principally by differential 
frost heave (Peterson and Krantz 
2003). 

•  Also called: 
•  Non-sorted circles (Washburn 1980) 
•  ‘Frost medalllions’ (Russian term), 
•  ‘Mud boil’ (Zoltai and Tarnocai 1981)
•  ‘Frost boi’ (van Everdingen 1998)
•  ‘Frost scar’ (Everett 1966)
•  ‘Spotted tundra’ (pyatnistye tundry, 
(Dostoyalov and Kudravstev 1967).



Earth hummocks also caused by differential frost 
heave

Incipient earth hummocks in large non-
sorted seasonal frost-crack polygons, 

Subzone C, Green Cabin

Earth hummocks, Subzone B, Mould Bay

Earth hummock, Subzone E, Happy Valley

Earth hummocks, northern boreal forest,  
Inuvik, NWT

Earth hummocks, Mould Bay 



Some forms caused 
by differential frost 

heave 
•  Frost-heave non-sorted circles
•  Earth hummocks 



Earth hummock, Inuvik, NWT, Canada,, Northern Boreal Forest.
Photos: D.A. Walker Non-sorted circles, Franklin Bluffs, AK, Subzone D. 

Non-sorted circles, Howe Island, AK, Subzone E. 



Complexities caused by slope, 
soil moisture and  rocky soils

•  Stripes on slopes
•  Very large non-sorted circles in wet 

sites.
•  Sorted circles in rocky soils.

Large non-sorted circles in wet soils, Green Cabin.

Non-sorted stripes, Subzone C,  Green Cabin.

Sorted Circles at Mould Bay, Canada, Elevation 
Belt A. Photos: D.A. Walker



Problem in the High Arctic: Small contraction crack polygons are 
the dominant  patterned ground features

•  Small non-sorted 
polygons 
(Washburn 
1980). 

•  Occur on most 
sandy to clayey 
soils in the High 
Arctic (Subzones 
A, B, C). 

•  Seasonal frost 
cracking 
(Washburn 
1980).

•  Can be confused 
with desiccation 
cracking.

Mould Bay, Prince Patrick Island,  
Elevation, Belt A.

Green Cabin, Banks Island,  
Bioclimate Subzone C.

Howe Island, northern Alaska,  
southern Bioclimate Subzone C.

Mould Bay, Zonal site, Subzone B

Photos: D.A. Walker



 Cracking patterns occur at several scales

Permafrost crack nonsorted polygons, Kupar;uk 
R., Alaska

Frost cracking within Dryas hummock, Green Cabin.Frost cracking within small polygons, Mould Bay.

Small seasonal frost-crack non-sorted polygons, 
Green Cabin.



Modification of small polygons to form turf 
hummocks

•  Erosion and eolian 
deposition modify 
the basic forms 
resulting in turf 
hummocks (Broll and 
Tarnocai 2003).

Turf hummocks on slopes with Dryas 
integrifolia and Cassiope tetragona,  
Green Cabin. Photo: D.A. Walker



Desiccation 
cracking:

•  Washburn 
(1980) and 
Tricart (1967) 
attributed 
most fine-
scale (<1-m 
diameter 
polygons) to 
desiccation 
cracking.

Seasonal frost 
cracking:

•  Ubiquitous on 
most High 
Arctic 
surfaces.

•  All soil 
textures. 

•  Deeper 
cracking.

•  Experiments 
and models 
are needed to 
determine 
conditions for 
seasonal frost 
cracking.

Desiccation cracks.  
Dinosaur Provincial Park, Alberta. 


Desiccation cracks.  
Mould Bay.

Green Cabin, polygon removed from soil.Green Cabin, small non-sorted polygons

Desiccation cracking vs. seasonal frost cracking



Review of small patterned ground 
terminology (Washburn 1980)

Earth hummocks: mounds with a core of mineral soil, usually 1-2 
m in diameter (or larger) and up to 0.75 m tall.


Non-sorted circles: Circular patterned ground features without a 

border of stones, usually with barren or sparsely vegetated 
central area 0.5 to 3 m in diameter. 


Small non-sorted polygons: Small polygonal featuers (<1 m 

diameter) lacking a border of stones, usually on flat surfaces, 
often delimited by cracks. (Washburn distinguishes seasonal 
frost-crack non-sorted polygons


Turf hummocks: Small mounds, 10-20 cm high and 15-50 cm in 

diameter, commonly occurring on slopes.




Examples of each form

Earth hummocks

Small non-sorted polygons

Non-sorted circles

Turf hummocks



In the High Arctic contraction cracking interacts 
with differential frost heave

Photo by Anja KadeHowe Island, AK

Scale
2 m



In the High Arctic contraction cracking interacts 
with differential frost heave

Photo by Anja KadeHowe Island, AK

Small Non-
sorted  

polygons
(35-50 cm)

Scale
2 m



In the High Arctic contraction cracking interacts 
with differential frost heave

Photo by Anja KadeHowe Island, AK

Frost-heave 
non-sorted 

circles
(90-200 cm) 

Scale
2 m



In the High Arctic contraction cracking interacts 
with differential frost heave

Photo by Anja KadeHowe Island, AK

Large
Non-sorted 

polygons 
(200-300 

cm)
Scale
2 m



Components of landscape modified by both 
cracking and differential heave

Large non-
sorted polygon 

200 cm



Non-sorted polygon 
35 cm

Non-sorted circle 
90 cm



Large non-sorted permafrost crack polygons  
(20-30 m diameter), Howe Island 

Photo: D.A. Walker

Large and small seasonal frost-crack non-sorted polygons,  
Howe Island. Photo: Anja Kade



Modified from Chernov and Matveyeva 1997 

Bioclimate subzones
A D ECB

Role of vegetation succession on non-sorted 
polygons, earth hummocks, and non-sorted circles



Subzone A: 
•  Cracking within the active layer by a combination of desiccation and 
seasonal frost cracking causes small non-sorted  polygons. 

Subzone B: 
•  Differential heave causes aggregation of small polygons into large  
polygons. 
•  Vegetation favors deeper troughs between polygons.  

A B

Subzones A-B



Subzones C-D: 
•  Strong contrast between vegetated troughs and unvegetated  
areas. 
•  Strong differential frost heave, leading to earth hummocks in 
some soils.
•  Development of non-sorted circles in the centers of the 
polygons. 
•  Colonization of centers of mounds and non-sorted circles occurs 
in Subzone D.

A DCB

Subzones C and D



Subzone E: 
•  Complete cover of vegetation and formation of earth hummocks. 
•  Redisturbance of small patches are quickly re-colonized by vegetation. 

A D ECB

Subzone E
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Vegetation 

Strength of influence of cracking, differential heave and 
vegetation succession on small patterned ground forms along 

the arctic climate gradient



Polygenetic origin of observed small patterned-
ground forms on zonal sites

•  Patterned ground forms (sensu Washburn 1980)
–  Earth hummocks 
–  Non-sorted circles 
–  Large non-sorted polygons
–  Small non-sorted polygons 
–  Turf hummocks

•  Interacting factors
–  Soil texture
–  Seasonal frost cracking
–  Differential frost heave
–  Vegetation succession and stabilization
–  Climate S

N

S



Role of soil texture 

Rocky soils: sorted circles,  
Mould Bay, Elevation Belt A

Clayey soils: earth hummocks,
Inuvik, NWT, N; Boreal Forest

Silty soils: sorted circles without earth hummocks  
Prudhoe Bay, AK, Subzone D

Sandy soils: no circles nor hummocks  
Atkasuk, AK, Subzone D



Polygenetic origins of small periglcial patterned ground 
forms

Cracking Small  
nonsorted  
polygons

Large 
nonsorted 

polygons and 
incipient earth 

hummocks

Non-sorted 
circles  



Erosion + 
deposition

Earth hummocks  

Featureless

Time
Disturbance

Vegetation succession

Warmer climate

Seasonal Frost 
Cracking

Differential  
Frost Heave 



Clay:

Silt:

Sand:

Soil  
Texture

Vegetation 
succession  

and stablization 


Recracking 
and 

enhancement
Stablized 

inactive non-
sorted circles



Featureless



To better 
understand the 
complex linkages 
between frost 
heave, 
biogeochemical 
cycles, vegetation, 
disturbance, and 
climate across the 
full Arctic summer 
temperature 
gradient in order 
to better predict 
Arctic ecosystem 
responses to 
changing climate.

Biocomplexity Grid at Green Cabin, Banks Island, Canada, 2003


Small patterned-ground ecosystems: central goal



Why focus on frost-heave features?

•  They form repeating assemblages 
of disturbed and undisturbed 
patches of vegetation across the 
entire arctic climate gradient, and 
are thus ideal natural system to 
study the response of disturbed 
and undisturbed tundra to climate 
change. 

•  The role of frost heave with 
respect to biogeochemical 
cycling, carbon sequestration and 
a whole host of ecosystem 
processes is poorly known.

•  The processes involved in the self-
organization of frost-heave 
landscapes are not understood.



Vegetated inter-circle 
area 

Sparsely vegetated circle 

 Courtesy of C. Tarnocai 

The Non-sorted Circle System



Soil
Ice �

Lenses

Vegetation

Inter-circle area

Conceptual Model of the Non-sorted Circle System

The arrows indicates interactions and feedbacks between elements (non-
sorted circles and inter-circle areas), and between components of each 
element (ice lenses, soils, and vegetation). 
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Lenses

Vegetation

Non-sorted Circle



Small patterned ground features: Complexity 
Questions

•  Self organization.
–  How do frost-heave features form?
–  How do frost-heave features organize themselves in concert 

with the vegetation?
•  Complex adaptive systems.  

–  How do frost-heave and associated ecosystems change 
along the arctic climate gradient? 

–  How does the vegetation affect the microclimate, ground 
ice, disturbance, and soils of frost-heave features along the 
Arctic climate gradient?

•  Scaling issues. 
–  What are the emergent properties of frost-heave systems at 

different scales?
–  How do frost-heave features affect trace gas fluxes, 

hydrological systems, and patterns of wildlife at large spatial 
scales? 


